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Vibrant, charismatic and dressed to hustle, the Taigun 
turns heads as it blazes its own path. Leading with a
bold 3D chrome step grille, it makes a power move, even 
as it stands. The Muscular elevated bonnet towers above
all those in its presence. While the first-in-segment 
Infinity LED tail lamps leave them awestruck. The sleek 
Electric sunroof ensures that the Taigun exudes style 
from every angle.

First-in-segment Infinity LED tail lamps
Muscular elevated bonnet with chiselled lines  |  3D chrome step grille
LED headlamps with DRL

The bold, dynamic, German-engineered Volkswagen Taigun. 
Designed for those with an appetite for more. Who don’t 
settle for just a 9 to 5 with perks. The resilient dreamers. 
The unapologetic doers. For those who let their triumphs 
make all the noise, an SUVW that hustles as hard as them.
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Wild Cherry Red Curcuma Yellow Candy White Reflex Sliver Carbon Steel Grey
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Soul leatherette upholstery with Wild Cherry Red stitching

The thrill of hustle is in the chase of perfection. With the revolutionary 
TSI engine at its heart, the Taigun brings to the race, unabashed 
power combined with thoughtful efficiency. The 1.0 TSI engine 
available with manual and automatic transmission options, and the 
1.5 TSI engine that comes with manual and DSG transmission options, 
lets you pick the best combination to set the pace for every chase. 
The Manila alloy wheels provide that edge to complement the 
Taigun’s performance.

Once inside, the Taigun sets the mood 
for your hustle, with its sporty ambient 
lighting. The Dual tone premium interiors 
are designed by and for those with an 
eye for detail. The carbon finish
complements the sporty look, while the 
massive boot space lets you
accommodate a lot more in your
everyday hustle.

0.00.20.4
0.60.81.0

7-Speed DSG transmission
6-Speed automatic and manual transmission options

Dual tone premium interiors  |  Sporty red ambient lighting

Manila alloy wheels
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1.5 TSI EVO engine
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20.32cm (8”) Digital cockpit

7

No one ever hustled to the top by playing
it safe. Until now. Armed with over 40 
world-class safety features like ESC 
(Electronic stability control) and 
Multi-collision brakes as standard, and
up to 6 airbags, the Taigun’s reliable 
German Engineering will always keep
you safe, as you go all in.

The intuitive and thoughtful Taigun helps you play 
smart to stay ahead in the hustle. The Volkswagen 
signature flat bottom multi-function steering 
wheel allows you stay on top of all that drives you 
ahead. While the Smart touch Climatronic AC and 
the ventilated seats set the temperature and keep 
you comfortable in any condition.

Smart
Mode on

Safe 
Mode On

6

When it comes to technology, the Taigun is one step ahead. 
With the largest-in-segment 20.32 cm Digital cockpit,
the Taigun always gives you an insight about your driving style. 
While the 25.6 cm VW Play touchscreen infotainment ensures 
that you stay connected to the hustle.

Tech
Mode On

Up to 6 airbags

ISOFIX child seat mount

Largest-in-segment 20.32 cm Digital cockpit

Park distance control and rear-view camera

Wireless mobile charging

Multi collision brakes as standard

ESC (Electronic stability control) - as standard 25.6 cm VW Play touchscreen infotainment

Wireless app connect

Smart touch Climatronic auto AC
with pollen control

Volkswagen signature flat bottom
multifunction steering wheel

Cooled glove box and smart storage Ventilated Seats

Hill hold control 
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